Dancer in the Dark
My medium is painting; this ancient art which is so saturated by tradition, beaten by indignity, wasted by death sentences, abused by bastards; full of lies and inconsistency, fucked up by drugs and prostitution, bursting with hysteria, and born again every day.
"Man must be silent so that God can speak." – Meister Eckhart

My work starts at my work. I paint something. Often I don’t like it. So I paint over it. Even if I don’t feel creative at all, I paint. At the end, it looks all too creative and I must declare to myself: it’s too much art, but has nothing at all to do with art.

To set bounds to this arbitrary creativity and to reduce my own influence, different methods have been applied: I would copy other artist’s work, paint from other peoples photos, have other artists or non-artists copy my paintings, ask an assistant to paint at instructions or ask him for instructions. I paint blind, in the rain or I would print on disorderly arranged stripes of paper to attain patterns which I wouldn’t have come up with myself.
2015 · Installation view, Maglehem · Total Annihilation Breakdown
These compositions of fragments come from the attempt to generate shapes and colour fields on the basis of a system. A colour gradient is silkscreen printed on sheets of paper placed in disorder, one overlapping the other, one shape causing another. The sheets later are rearranged. Disorder gains order.
Another attempt to get around that capricious artistic creativity was undertaken with the particular support of divine powers. Starting from the classic idea of the artist receiving divine vision through in-spiratio, I put myself in a condition where my soul would be attuned to receive the spirit. For a religious person that is practically done in divine service at church, which well corresponds to the artist’s work in his studio. Thus, I begun a work process which would require strong concentration yet give little room for mental labelling.

Days after completed work I went through the bundle of painted sheets of paper to find a remarkable outcome: the most well-made pieces came insignificant and blank, whereas the most deficient ones, accomplished in the final stage of the process, running out of paint, seemed vibrant with life. Only fragments of a vision appear in these failures — some paper sheets show almost nothing at all — but there is a vital reality that makes them whole and complete. Similarly, a greek torso appears whole in its fragmentariness. Divine presence, after all, is whole by definition.
This landscape comes from a small painting by Botticelli called „The vision of Saint Augustine at the seashore“. The remarkable background to this subject is written about in the so called Golden Legends from the 13th century. The philosopher and early christian scholar Augustine was writing a book on the mystery of the Holy Trinity. One day he is wandering along the seashore, sore in his mind, pondering this intangible problem, when he meets a child, pouring water into a little pit in the sand. The child runs back and forth between the pit and the sea, bringing water with his wooden spoon. Augustine bends down to him and asks:

"Son, what are you doing?"
"Can’t you see?” answers the child, “I’m pouring the sea into this hole!"
"It is impossible!” says Augustine, “considering the sea is so great and large, and your hole and spoon so little."
"Truly”, replies the child, “I shall sooner accomplish this, than you will understand the mystery of Trinity in your head; as the Trinity is so much greater in proportion to your small mind, than the sea in relation to this hole in the sand."

The metaphysical appeal of the landscape prevents me from giving the painting an appropriate title. Thus, it has to share one with a simple computer game, whose irrelevance gives the work a corrective flash.

When I work I often feel like Augustine. Puzzling over the secret of art, I wander along the seashore of my studio. And every time this little child appears to me, I realize again: you cannot make art. You can only worship and sacrifice her, do your job and see what happens. Perhaps, accordingly, now and again a splinter of it falls on you.
2013 · oil on canvas · 80x100 cm · The Curse of Monkey Island
2016 · gouache on paper · 61x48 cm (paper size) · Phantom Attraction
2015 · Tycho Erratic Anomaly
129x100 cm · oil on polyester
2016 · Noise Reduction
240x205 cm · oil on pvc
2016 - *Noise Reduction*
149x127 cm - oil on pvc
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